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5 of 5 review helpful Fascinating analysis of contemporary China By Connor Vaughn Restless China exposes many of 
the underlying sentiments that characterize life in contemporary China This series of media based studies provides an 
unparalleled source for comparison to issues in other post industrialized countries garnering immediate relevancy for 
international readers While captivating and well organized the This compelling book explores the explosive pace of 
change in China and how its citizens are grappling with a dramatically new world both in the public and private 
spheres China rsquo s stratospheric growth has made it the second largest economy in the world mdash and one of the 
most unequal Marxist ideology and socialist ideals have almost completely collapsed replaced by a combination of 
materialism and assertive nationalism The vast migration of The book rsquo s material culled from personal interviews 
Chinese language periodicals and websites and other sources is remarkably rich and wide ranging as is the expert 
analysis of its thirteen contributors Los Angeles o 
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